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Peru is days away from one of the most important elections in its history. 
Pedro Castillo, an extreme-left candidate with socially conservative views, 
will face right-of-center Keiko Fujimori in the presidential runoff on 6 June. 
Against this backdrop, we recently held a webinar with Alonso Segura, 
former minister of economy during the Humala administration, to hear his 
views about the runoff and the possible scenarios depending on the outcome. 

To recap, Castillo has promised a radical shift away from Peru's long-standing 
orthodox policy path. He has campaigned on rewriting the constitution; 
increasing the state's role in the economy by nationalizing industries such as 
mining and fishing; raising tax rates on international corporations to as high 
as 70%; and replacing the private pension system with a government-run 
one. By contrast, Fujimori essentially offers policy continuity. The way things 
are, in our view, Peru is heading into a contest of extremes. According to 
polls, Castillo continues to enjoy a small lead against Fujimori. 

Taking into account the composition of the Peruvian Congress, former 
Minister Segura believes that Castillo would have a reduced margin of 
maneuver for an extreme agenda. That said, he also believes Castillo may 
resort to using public pressure and confidence votes to try to impose his 
program. We note that to date, Castillo has not moderated his rhetoric. 

As to the constitutional reform Castillo is advocating, Segura believes the 
process has to go through Congress, as a referendum does not seem to 
be a viable option. According to Segura, a constitutional reform requires a 
qualified majority of 87 votes in two consecutive legislatures, or a minimum 
of 66 votes and one referendum, which should take time. 

Castillo is contemplating a constitutional assembly, but according to Segura 
this option is unconstitutional unless Congress approves a constitutional 
amendment to allow for it, based on the procedures described above, and 
only then could Castillo push for a full-fledged reform by such an assembly. 
He could also try to put any subject to a vote of confidence, hoping that 
Congress would turn it down twice; in such a case, the president has the 
option to dissolve Congress and call for new congressional elections with an 
eye for a friendlier legislature. 

This report has been prepared by UBS Financial Services Inc. (UBS FS). Please see important disclaimers and 
disclosures at the end of the document. 
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In the meantime, Segura said that any attempt by Castillo to expropriate 
private companies, change the role of the central bank, limit imports, or 
remove Peru from international treaties—all of which Castillo has said in his 
campaign trail—would require the approval of Congress.Although Castillo 
cannot unilaterally restrict imports, he could de facto do so by promoting 
sizably higher import taxes. He could also nominate half of the members of 
the board of the central bank. While he may not be able to modify contracts, 
Castillo could look for ways to hinder efforts via regulatory bodies, where the 
president has the prerogative to appoint members. 

In the event Fujimori wins, Segura highlighted she would still face governing 
issues, as her party has a smaller bench than Castillo’s. She could also be the 
subject of legal processes for alleged misdeeds committed before she took 
office. Finally, Segura believes that in the event Fujimori wins, Castillo could 
turn to the streets to trigger political pressure via public demonstrations. 

All in all, irrespective of the outcome, political noise is likely to remain elevated 
in the country. In our view, Peruvian assets have by now largely, but not fully, 
priced in a Castillo victory where he moderates his stance once in office. A 
scenario in which he attempts to stick to his campaign promises—a successful 
attempt to reform Peru‘s constitution, for example—does not seem reflected 
in current valuations, however. 
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Appendix 
UBS Chief Investment Office's ("CIO") investment views are prepared and published by the Global Wealth Management business of UBS Switzerland 
AG (regulated by FINMA in Switzerland) or its affiliates ("UBS"). 
The investment views have been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research. 
Generic investment research – Risk information: 
This publication is for your information only and is not intended as an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment or other 
specific product. The analysis contained herein does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment 
objectives, investment strategies, financial situation and needs of any specific recipient. It is based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions 
could result in materially different results. Certain services and products are subject to legal restrictions and cannot be offered worldwide on an 
unrestricted basis and/or may not be eligible for sale to all investors. All information and opinions expressed in this document were obtained from 
sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy or completeness 
(other than disclosures relating to UBS). All information and opinions as well as any forecasts, estimates and market prices indicated are current 
as of the date of this report, and are subject to change without notice. Opinions expressed herein may differ or be contrary to those expressed by 
other business areas or divisions of UBS as a result of using different assumptions and/or criteria. 
In no circumstances may this document or any of the information (including any forecast, value, index or other calculated amount ("Values")) be 
used for any of the following purposes (i) valuation or accounting purposes; (ii) to determine the amounts due or payable, the price or the value of 
any financial instrument or financial contract; or (iii) to measure the performance of any financial instrument including, without limitation, for the 
purpose of tracking the return or performance of any Value or of defining the asset allocation of portfolio or of computing performance fees. By 
receiving this document and the information you will be deemed to represent and warrant to UBS that you will not use this document or otherwise 
rely on any of the information for any of the above purposes. UBS and any of its directors or employees may be entitled at any time to hold long 
or short positions in investment instruments referred to herein, carry out transactions involving relevant investment instruments in the capacity of 
principal or agent, or provide any other services or have officers, who serve as directors, either to/for the issuer, the investment instrument itself or 
to/for any company commercially or financially affiliated to such issuers. At any time, investment decisions (including whether to buy, sell or hold 
securities) made by UBS and its employees may differ from or be contrary to the opinions expressed in UBS research publications. Some investments 
may not be readily realizable since the market in the securities is illiquid and therefore valuing the investment and identifying the risk to which 
you are exposed may be difficult to quantify. UBS relies on information barriers to control the flow of information contained in one or more areas 
within UBS, into other areas, units, divisions or affiliates of UBS. Futures and options trading is not suitable for every investor as there is a substantial 
risk of loss, and losses in excess of an initial investment may occur. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. 
Additional information will be made available upon request. Some investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in value and on realization 
you may receive back less than you invested or may be required to pay more. Changes in foreign exchange rates may have an adverse effect on 
the price, value or income of an investment. The analyst(s) responsible for the preparation of this report may interact with trading desk personnel, 
sales personnel and other constituencies for the purpose of gathering, synthesizing and interpreting market information. 
Tax treatment depends on the individual circumstances and may be subject to change in the future. UBS does not provide legal or tax advice and 
makes no representations as to the tax treatment of assets or the investment returns thereon both in general or with reference to specific client's 
circumstances and needs. We are of necessity unable to take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation and needs of 
our individual clients and we would recommend that you take financial and/or tax advice as to the implications (including tax) of investing in any 
of the products mentioned herein. 
This material may not be reproduced or copies circulated without prior authority of UBS. Unless otherwise agreed in writing UBS expressly prohibits 
the distribution and transfer of this material to third parties for any reason. UBS accepts no liability whatsoever for any claims or lawsuits from 
any third parties arising from the use or distribution of this material. This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be 
permitted by applicable law. For information on the ways in which CIO manages conflicts and maintains independence of its investment views and 
publication offering, and research and rating methodologies, please visit www.ubs.com/research. Additional information on the relevant authors 
of this publication and other CIO publication(s) referenced in this report; and copies of any past reports on this topic; are available upon request 
from your client advisor. 
Options and futures are not suitable for all investors, and trading in these instruments is considered risky and may be appropriate only for 
sophisticated investors. Prior to buying or selling an option, and for the complete risks relating to options, you must receive a copy of "Characteristics 
and Risks of Standardized Options". You may read the document at https://www.theocc.com/about/publications/character-risks.jsp or ask your 
financial advisor for a copy. 
Investing in structured investments involves significant risks. For a detailed discussion of the risks involved in investing in any particular structured 
investment, you must read the relevant offering materials for that investment. Structured investments are unsecured obligations of a particular 
issuer with returns linked to the performance of an underlying asset. Depending on the terms of the investment, investors could lose all or a 
substantial portion of their investment based on the performance of the underlying asset. Investors could also lose their entire investment if the 
issuer becomes insolvent. UBS Financial Services Inc. does not guarantee in any way the obligations or the financial condition of any issuer or the 
accuracy of any financial information provided by any issuer. Structured investments are not traditional investments and investing in a structured 
investment is not equivalent to investing directly in the underlying asset. Structured investments may have limited or no liquidity, and investors 
should be prepared to hold their investment to maturity. The return of structured investments may be limited by a maximum gain, participation 
rate or other feature. Structured investments may include call features and, if a structured investment is called early, investors would not earn any 
further return and may not be able to reinvest in similar investments with similar terms. Structured investments include costs and fees which are 
generally embedded in the price of the investment. The tax treatment of a structured investment may be complex and may differ from a direct 
investment in the underlying asset. UBS Financial Services Inc. and its employees do not provide tax advice. Investors should consult their own tax 
advisor about their own tax situation before investing in any securities. 
Important Information About Sustainable Investing Strategies: Sustainable investing strategies aim to consider and incorporate 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) factors into investment process and portfolio construction. Strategies across geographies and styles 
approach ESG analysis and incorporate the findings in a variety of ways. Incorporating ESG factors or Sustainable Investing considerations may 
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inhibit the portfolio manager’s ability to participate in certain investment opportunities that otherwise would be consistent with its investment 
objective and other principal investment strategies. The returns on a portfolio consisting primarily of sustainable investments may be lower or 
higher than portfolios where ESG factors, exclusions, or other sustainability issues are not considered by the portfolio manager, and the investment 
opportunities available to such portfolios may differ. Companies may not necessarily meet high performance standards on all aspects of ESG 
or sustainable investing issues; there is also no guarantee that any company will meet expectations in connection with corporate responsibility, 
sustainability, and/or impact performance. 
External Asset Managers / External Financial Consultants: In case this research or publication is provided to an External Asset Manager or 
an External Financial Consultant, UBS expressly prohibits that it is redistributed by the External Asset Manager or the External Financial Consultant 
and is made available to their clients and/or third parties. 
USA: Distributed to US persons by UBS Financial Services Inc., UBS Securities LLC or UBS Swiss Financial Advisers AG, subsidiaries of UBS AG. 
UBS Switzerland AG, UBS Europe SE, UBS Bank, S.A., UBS Brasil Administradora de Valores Mobiliarios Ltda, UBS Asesores Mexico, S.A. de C.V., 
UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd, UBS Wealth Management Israel Ltd and UBS Menkul Degerler AS are affiliates of UBS AG. UBS Financial Services 
Incorporated of Puerto Rico is a subsidiary of UBS Financial Services Inc. UBS Financial Services Inc. accepts responsibility for the content of 
a report prepared by a non-US affiliate when it distributes reports to US persons. All transactions by a US person in the securities 
mentioned in this report should be effected through a US-registered broker dealer affiliated with UBS, and not through a non-US 
affiliate. The contents of this report have not been and will not be approved by any securities or investment authority in the United 
States or elsewhere. UBS Financial Services Inc. is not acting as a municipal advisor to any municipal entity or obligated person within 
the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act (the "Municipal Advisor Rule") and the opinions or views contained herein 
are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the meaning of the Municipal Advisor Rule. 
For country information, please visit ubs.com/cio-country-disclaimer-gr or ask your client advisor for the full disclaimer. 

Version C/2020. CIO82652744 
© UBS 2021.The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved. 
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